



NOV 1 5 1928
COLLEGE TO HEAR
NOTED GEOGRAPHER
Wellesley is to hear this winter is Pro-
fessor Blanchard of the University of
Grenoble, now a visiting professor at
Harvard. He will speak at Alumnae
Hall on November 27 at eight o'clock
on the Origins of the French Popula-
tion. Professor Blanchard has achieved
an international reputation for his
work in geography; and he is sure to
justify that fame by presenting to his
audience some startling discoveries
It was Professor Blanchard who, at
the beginning of the century, revived
interest in geographical study. His
special field is the study of mountains
and cities; concerning which he has
made extensive investigations in Gren-
oble and the rest of France and in the
United States. His work extends, how-
ever, over the whole field of geogra-
phy; the Geographical Institute at
Grenoble was founded by him; he edits
a magazine, the Alpine Review; and he
has written many books, both popular
and scientific. Professor Blanchards
the Alps, his Western Asia, and Fland-
ers, all of which created sensations
among geographers when published in
1906.
Professor Blanchard is, in short, a
scholar of experience and originality
who will bring to Wellesley information
in an important field of which most
college students are comparatively
ignorant.
Mr. Walter Prichard Eaton
To Speak On Modern Drama
Mr. Walter Prichard Eaton will speak
on What Is Modern Drama? at 4:40
November 21 at Billings Hall, under the
auspices of Barnswallows.
Mr. Eaton was graduated from Har-
vard and after two years on the Boston
Journal joined the staff of the New
York Tribune as assistant to William






dynasty, his "heavenly and imperial an-
cestors." and founded farther back than
written records go. The public en-
of more than two thousand of the no-
tables of Japan, representing the na-
tional family of which the Emperor is
the head, the Premier being the spokes-
The brilliant sunlight playing on the
magnificent eolors of the spectacle and
the dull green of the background, en-
hanced the beauty and the symbolism
Robed in the black and white of an
antique ceremonial dress, the Premier
Tanaka stood listening to the Emperor
who addressed his subjects, stressing
the paternal aspect of his reign. He
declared his resolve to work for the bet-
terment of the life of the people, call-
ing upon them to join in the task with
him and attain to the highest ideals
in order that "we may with a good con-
ancestors." When the Emperor had
completed his address, the Premier
walked to the foot of the throne where
he read his reply. This brought to a
fitting climax the ceremonies of the
day.
The scene of the ceremonies was an
impeccable temple courtyard less than
a hundred paces square, covered with
gravel of the color of seasand and raked
into meticulous order. Forty-four ban-
ners in four rows made an avenue of
gorgeous color leading to the steps of
a temple-like building which filled the
York Sun and in 1910
Berkshire Hills to live,
in constant touch with the theatre ever
since, for many years acting as dra-
matic editor of the American Magazine
and The Freeman.




The American Stage of To-day, Tlie
Actor's Heritage and Plays and Players.
He has also written many books on
nature such as Green Trails and Up-
land Pastures and In Berkshire Fields
and a series of books for boys.
He is a member of the American In-
stitute of Arts and Letters, a frequent
lecturer on theatrical subjects and on
his pet hobby. Colonial houses.
Wellesley Glee Club Plans
First New York Appearance
The members of choir are planning
their concert in New York. This debut
is to take place in Town Hall Saturday
evening, December 22. They are also
considering a concert in Montclair on
the preceding night.
Attendance of members of the college
and their friends is solicited; those who
wish tickets in advance may consult
Ellen Jane Lorenz or Leslie Hudson.
The program will consist mostly of
capella work, both sacred and secu-
lar, featuring Christmas music and six-
teenth century madrigals. They will
be sung by the full choir of ninety
voices, and directed by Mr. Thompson
irth
ners of purple, scarlet and golden bro-
cade, each bearing a symbol of historic
significance, were on black lacquer
poles surmounted by silver and golden
spearheads. Before them were posted
two double rows of guards in antique
England's Social Reforms
Discussed By Liberal Club
The meeting of the Liberal Club held
at 4:40 Friday afternoon, November 9,
opened with the election of the follow-
ing new officers for the year 1928-29:
President. Astrid Walloe, '29; Vice-
President. Jean Trepp. '29; Secretary.
Agnes Addison. '30; Treasurer. Norma
Goldschmidt. '30. Special reports fol-
lowed on the different groups of social
reformers in England since the war.
under the direction of Annette Leh-
The solution offered by Guild Social-
ism for the lop-sided development of
English industry dt)e to the war was
outlined by Ruth Pearl. This group
seeks to get rid of landed capitalism
and the wage system, and to work for
the statutory and recognized position
of the laborer in society, for morality
in industry, and for a situatio
Betheva James told the purposes of
the Fabian Society, formed in 1884
human health and happi;
propose specifically
private property in land, with the par-
tial compensation of present owners;
the transfer to the community of al




Open to Entire College
COMING EVENTS
The Informal Dance
nounces their first dance
on Saturday afternoon.
Tower Court. The prici
is fifty cents a couple and fifty cents
for stags. Dick Bower's Orchestra will
Pla^ r=]
Dr. Espinosa. visiting professor in
the Spanish Department, is talking on
Spanish Folk-l/>re in America at Hor-
ton House Saturday evening Novem-
ber seventeenth. He is an American
by birth and has done work at Leland
Stanford University.
Dr. Espinosa will speak on the ro-
mances in Spain and Latin America
at the next meeting of the Circulo
C(istclla7io. Friday. November sixteenth.
ciety House.
A Fashion Show featuring all types
of sports and formal wear will be given
by the Thrift Shop tonight at eight
o'clock in Alumnae Hall. The admis-
Mis-. Martha M. Brooks, a member
of the Massachusetts Legislature, will
speak on Women in Politics and Pub-
lic Life, on Friday, November 16. at
4:40. in Room 124 Founders Hall. Miss
Brooks is an alumna of the cla
in industrial research, she serve
Alderman in Gloucester, and wa
1927, elected to the Massachusetts
Legislature.
On Wednesday. November 21, Miss
Martha L. Scally, Assistant Cashier of
the Old Colony Trust Company of Bos-
ton, will speak upon the opportunities
for women in banks and bond houses
The meeting will be held in T. Z. E.
House, and will be preceded by tea,
served from 4:15 to 4:40. All interested
are invited.
On Friday evening, November 23. at a
o'clock. Miss Jean Macdonald and Miss
Jean Wilder (both of the Music De-
partment), will give a recital in Billings
Hall. Miss Macdonald's part of the
program will be vocal, and Miss Wild-
er's will be made up of piano selections
The first meeting of the Circulo
Italiano will be held Friday, November
16. at 7:30 P.M., in Phi Sigma. The
President, Vivian Camisa. wfill wel
come the new members, and Miss Jack
son and Miss la Piana will explain l!'. 1
Mary Agnes Doyle
Miss Mary Agnes Doyle, who is t
give the second reading in the serie
provided by the Reading and Speakin;
Department, on November 22, has beei
at Wellesley once before so her reputa
tion precedes her. She has a wonder
ful gift of imagination coupled with
fine dramatic ability and her interpr
tations are sensitive, deep, beautiful
and, above all. convincing.
She is reading Deirdre by John
ington Synge. Mr. Synge was engaged
in writing this play during his
illness and had not completed the final
revision before he died, but it
published posthumously and is o
his best known works. Deirdre i
Usna. In the unfolding of this trag
plot, there are passages of rare poet
The sympathy and artistry of Mi:
zations are highly endorsed
Edith Wynne Matthison and Charles




Three Aims Of Science
•
: peciallj field
itself. One of the nation's newest and
;est scientific projects, however, the
Mcdir.-al O.-ntrr in New York City.
s through the opposite tendency.
ts aim is the union of three great
ches of medicine: research, teach-
ing, and the care of the sick. In its
opolitan buildings, examples of the
effective use of the skyscraper style, un-
equaled opportunities for research and
teaching arc offered. There is. for ex-
ample, an opcratine. amphitheatre ol
149 seats, where students may watch




makes it possible for
white, to do away with the glare for at-
tending physicians.
The mere fact that various groups
arc collaborating is an advantage, both
for them and for the patient. Dentists
are especially interested in the working
together of the dental and medical
they 1
One Of Founders Describes
Forming Of Turkish Republic
Mme. Halide Edib. speaking at Alum
nae Hail last week, gave a graphic ac
count of the establishment of the nev
Turkish national government, whict
she helped to found. This governmen
is an upheaval of the traditions o
centuries. It is a republic founded oi
a despotic monarchy. For the firs
time since the Turks came to the Near
East, religion and state are separated
and women have achieved freedom, in
rights—by the abolishment of polyg-
amy—as well as in dress and action.
Western influence is largely behind
this change, but the thinker ask:
whether it is strong enough to continm
supporting ideas apparently founded s<
suddenly. The answer is that thesf
ideas are not sudden; they are the basi:
of Turkish psychology, formed a thou-
sand years ago and for seven centime!
veneered with Arabian culture
The Turks in Asia were nomads. They
tolerant of all religions; and they held
a single standard in their family life
They were monogamous, and the women
inherited titles as well as property. On
coming to the Near East they fount
two religions between which to choose
Christianity and Islam. They chos
the latter with foresight, because of it
MAY 6 IS GENERAL
EXAMINATION DATE
Faculty Vote to Give Seniors
Week Of Cuts In Which
To Prepare
UNDERCLASSMEN BENEFIT
In an official notice the Academic
Council has made known its rulings on
ibject of General Examinations
laior subjects. The decree which
i a great advance in the adjust-
of the machinery for n-;iila!in*:
the examination appears below.
Since the spring vacation ends April
a full month intervenes before
le generals occur. This was the time
ivored in the petitions of the classes
of 1928 and 1929 which requested that
the examinations "be given earlier in
the calendar year, that is. soon after
the spring recess." May-Day falls
upon May 4 this year, the Saturday
Follow my is the notice
the Academic Council:
VOTED
1) that the general
;iven on Monday,
excused from all
cuse all Grade III and Grade
II classes in which the majority
are seniors, giving private work
that reports of the general ex-
practicable ;
that the choice of the major for
the general examination be
sent to the Recorder's Ofhce by
January 12, 1929. and for fu-
ture classes not later than Oc-
tober 1 of the senior year.
KATHLEEN ELLIOTT.
tif nl or utily Although i( cramps the
intellectual and political mind, its prop-
in advance of those of the West. Pri-
marily a uniting religion. Islam is
Semitic—that is. its law is in their
opinion God-made. Man-made laws.
later brought in from Europe, causing
a conflict of courts.
(Continued on Page 2. Col. 1>
BE NONCHALANT!
I)..,,'. Work This Afternoon
SEE THE HOCKEY GAME
England vs. Wellesley
3:30 promptly, al the Gym
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
DRIVE TO LOWER MOTOR
FATALITIES IS STARTED
The State of Massachusetts has or-
ganized a Save-a-Life Campaign which
will last from October 31 to November
30. and in order to emphasize the im-
portance of it Mr. H. F. Stoddard,
representative of the Safety Committee
of the Governor's Council and Manager
of the Boston Auto Club, spoke to a
group of Wellesley car owner;; in room
24 on Thursday. November 8. Mr. Stod-
dard startled his audience with the
Accidents, he stated, are caused ana
don't "happen." It is estimated that
75 per cent of accidents are the result
of inattention on the part of the driver.
Incidentally women drivers have been
ties is liquor. Another, and one of the
most important, causes is the pedes-
trian himself. Darting nut from be-
hind cars, jay-walking, and other care-
lessness on the part of pedestrians have
brought a great deal of trouble.
The matter of equipment is extreme-
ly important. It is necessary to have
brakes." lights, steering gear, horn and
all other devices in perfect condition
should always bear in mind the Golden
Rule of the Motorist: Drive as you
would have others drive.
(Continued from Page 1, Col.
lution of the West penetrated Turkey.
First there was a period of external
reform, when the army, always the
chief factor, was changed, and certain
hampering social customs were done
away with.
Then in 1839 came the Turkish
Renaissance. New Turkey, renouncing
the dull, stagnant Persian literature,
turned definitely to the West for ideas
which constituted their birthright from
When they began actively to agitate
for democracy the Sultan tried to stop
them by persecution and massacre.
There were two groups of young Turks:
donia. These had been brought up in
a grim school of hard training and
their determination equaled their abili-
ty. With the army on their side they
took over Constantinople in 1908. Then
came the Balkan wars in which young
Turkey, opposed at a time when there
was internal revolt in the army,
badly beaten. The European ntt
ideals: to establish a union between all
Turks under the control of Russia, their
enemy since she had first begun look-
ing toward Constantinople; and to
found Panislamism. They began to
study old Turkish literature, and to
dream of the separation of the state
and religion.
They succeeded, aside from unifying
the courts, uiiiy in stirring v\j interest
the side against Russia. Before she en-
tered she asked from Europe a modifi-
cation of the capitulations—old and
cumbersome rules for foreign traders—
and assurance that Russia would not
attempt to disintegrate her. The peti-
tion was not granted, for Europe new
considered Turkey's history finished.
The triumph of the war was Galipoli.
.lilies.slowly beaten by
though encouraged
by the Bolsheviks in 1917 of some of
the territory taken formerly by Russia,
they finally asked for peace.
There was no fear of Russia left, but
its place. Turkey felt that the West was
that most dreaded of beasts—a machine
without morality. It was President
Wilson who taught
occupation and the spec-
Greeks in Smyrna
began the great nationalist
All the young and vital rose up i
Anatolia
Mustapha Pasha, until then an officer
at the Congress of Erzerum and signed
the "National Pact," containing the
democratic ideas stated
Wilson. Mustapha
leader of the people
government opened its parliament in
January. 1920. in Constantinople!
In June the allies took the city. The
new officials were imprisoned and those
helping in an escape were to be put to
death. A few did
these the peasants of
sembled to form another new govern
ment at Angora in 1923. Legislate
assembly. There
responsibility :
carried it through. That assembly
now the life of new Turkey.
In spite of their
these Turks have established i
government. They have religious I
those of Europe. Change of the alpha
bet is being discussed.
There are three political parties: th>
reactionaries, the conservatives, and th
progressives who are now in power be







One dress to see you through




A dress that transforms itself from
afternoon to evening by slipping off
its jacket. A style presented by Paris
to youthful America—for game days,
theatre days, prom days and all the
other gala occasions.
In the brilliant evening
colors of the mode. Flam-
ing reds, vivid blues, emer-
ald greens, and new inter-
pretations of brown.
50 Central Street






will be presented by
B. ALTMAN & CO.
FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
at the
Wellesley Inn
Nov. 19, 20 and 21'
from nine to five
DR. PAUL E. EVERETT
OSTEOPATHY
PHYSIOTHERAPY
HOURS: 2:30 P. M. to 5:00 P. M.
Waban Block Tel. Wei. 0300-W
Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M. A.
Dentist
Miss Muriel A. Brigham, D. H.
| Hotel Martha Washington 1
j
i {Exclusively for Women) k
J 29 East 29th Street 30 East 30th Street I
| NEW YORK CITY ^A The Utal Resident for Thos t I '..mini; to Tour, for Shopping, the Theatres \
* or to Enjoy the Many Cultural Advantages Offered in New York. T
(> DAILY RATES — NONE HIGHER i>
I Rooms with Runnm- Water . . For One — S2.00 . 2.50 T
A For Two— 3.00 . 3.50 f,
f Rooms with Private Bath ... For One — 3.00 . 3.50 . 4.00 Y
i For Two — 41.00 . 5.00 . 6.00 i
A LARCE, JUICY, TENDERLOIN STEAK





Expert Shoe and Hosiery Repairing
No need to waste words—our val-
plete line of shoes and hosiery in-
cluding shoes for street wear, sport
wear and a irortu-Giis assortment of
charming evening slippers!
Priced $6 to $10.50
Pointed Heel Hosiery, $1.39—3 pairs $
Wilbaivs
---A. r-'-- : ^- : "i ^T- \ '^Sl -L --,---;—J.-rdrs-J^r^rS-rs=J
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
OFF CAMPUS
operated on a basis similar
colleges of Oxford and Cambri.
versities.
The stimulus for the project
the gift is to be devoted as a
velopment in American under
life, came from a report publ
the Harvard Student Council
Following the suggestion of tl
mittee, Harvard proposed to utilize the
gift to establish what practically
amounts to a separate college within
the confines of Harvard itself. A dor-
mitory will probably be erected near
the present Harvard freshman dormi-
tories. Members of the four classes
will be picked from all phases of un-
dergraduate life, such as athletes, hon-
or students, representatives of various
extra-curricular activities, to live there.
A staff of tutors and resident instruct-
President Lowell explains the pro-
ject:
"The plan involves no change in the
method of teaching; and in fact
lutorial system lends itself to it \
fectly. The men will attend col
courses like other students, but
tutoring will normally be done in
house. Nor does the
ON CAMPUS
As long ago as December 15. 1877
Zeta Alpha challenged Phi Sigma to s
spell-down, but the important even
was postponed indefinitely; so indefi
nltely in fact that it is only now after
a lapse of more than fifty years
the contest has really occurred.
jikk'iu rhallengc has never been
dtai> of the Zeta Alpha
was kept by the society's
Delia Lyman. Since the two societies
concerned in the contest are the oldest
in the college, it was thought only fit
that the spell-down should be conduct-
ed by the president of the next oldest
society, and so Gretel Arndt of Shal
peare officiated, all the members of
for.tenrthm societies taking a part.
a recent morning an eneiLietir
was out practicing. Evervthin^
uiet when suddenly the whirr of a
disturbed the peaceful lake, and
the
functions of Harvard College and tin
Faculty of Arts and Sciences in edu
cation as the great undergraduate cen
tre and the authority for granting de
grees and determining the qualifies
tions therefor.
"The students in the house are no
to be selected from those concentrat
ing in particular subjects. On th<
contrary, it is of the essence of tht
plan that they
and really
things, that the life and talk may
broadly stimulating."
The Ne^o York Times.
Miss Katherine Canby Balderston.
Assistant Professor of English Litera-
ture at Wellesley College, has just
published The Collected Letters of
Oliver Goldsmith. She has based her
text as far as possible on original
manuscripts, a number of which have
never before been published and in
particular she has had at her disposal
the unique Goldsmith collection of
Miss Constance Meade of London, a
direct descendant of Bishop Percy.
This new material has enabled her, in
her Introduction, to throw fresh light
on a number of topics illustrating the
letters, such as Goldsmith's relations
with his family, the authenticity of his
Fieddleback adventure, the abandon-
ment of the East India voyage, the
writing of Threnodia Augustalis, and
the production of Site Stoops to Con-
quer. In an appendix. Mrs. 'Hodson's
pnnn'.i i oriLinia) form for the first
Miss Balderston graduated fro
Wellesley in 1916. She then* taught i




from Yale in 1925. Her previous pub-
lications are History and Sources of
Percy's Memoir of Goldsmith and Cen-
sus oj Manuscripts of Oliver Golfsmith.
On Friday. November 9th, Miss Bal-
derston was invited to give a lecture
on Goldsmith at Yale University.
Cambridge University accepted a gift
of $3,500,000 from the Rockefeller
Foundation for the establishment of
new science laboratories. Cambridge
is expected to raise $1,450,000 in ad-
dition. It had been objected that this
gift would direct the whole power of
the university toward the field of
science, making Cambridge "nothing
wonder exactly what the whole thing
In the basement of the College Chap-
el, under the west transept, there is
a little chapel which, for several years,
has been set apart for those who de-
sire a place for quiet and prayer. The
Little Chapel is always open and may
be used at any time. Every Monday
morning at eight a short service is
held, to which all are welcome.
Wellesley's main nautical event of
the fall season suffered extinction from
a most unusual cause; there was too





it has been officially (
hold the inter-class cr
II. Quite a cold shov
have been keeping sir
In honor of the 80th birthday of Miss
Amy Morris Homans. Professor Emeri-
tus of Hygiene and Physical Education
at Wellesley College. Miss Ruth Elliott.
present Head of the Department, will
give a dinner at Hortoh House Thurs-
day evening, November 15. The guests
will be members of the Hygiene staff
of the College and Dr. and Mrs. W. R.
McAusland of Boston. After the din-
ner, the professional students in the
reception.
In 1889 Miss Homans and Mrs. Mary
Hemenway of Boston founded the Bos-
ton Normal School of Gymnastics
which was practically the first profes-
sional school of gymnastics for women
in the country. In 1909 this school was
moved to Wellesley and incorporated
into the Wellesley College Hygiene De-
partment, which offers a graduate
of physical education of great
Mary Hemenway Hall, the col-
'mnasium, is endowed by Mrs.
y. Mr. Augustus Hemenway,
nd, gave the Harvard Gym-
From 1909 to 1918. Miss Ho-
of Hygiene and Di-
Hygiene Department at
Wellesley.
On Saturday, the Boston Mary Hem-
enway Association will entertain Miss
Homans at a dinner at the Parker
and psychulouy departments, but this
objection was withdrawn and the sug-
on added that the greatest need
promotion of education and re-
[ of outhouse" to the botany
SOCIETY PROGRAM MEETINGS
PHI SIGMA
Professor Espinosa of the Spanish
Department spoke at the Phi Sigma
program meeting on the discovery of
the sources of Spanish Folk-Lore and
the study of it in Spain, New Mexico,
California and South America. He
traced legends, found anions the Span-
ish people of this country, to Spain and
from there to India He mentioned
that the many variations :>f each tale
all can be found in the Orient
Following Professor Espinosa's talk,
Gladys White. Anna Boatner. Louise
Schmidt. Elizabeth Woltmann. Eliza-
beth Tompkins and Dorothea Schmelt-
zer gave a Spanish folk-dance.
A. K. X.
On Saturday. November 10, Alpha
Kappa Chi had the first of the program
meetings to discuss plans for their open
meeting.
Miss Law, of the Greek Department,
spoke informally about the Medea
which is the play to be presented. She
told of Eurypides' position among the
Greek dramatists, she explained certain
details of structure; and she also con-
sidered phases of the songs, the rela-
tion of the characters, and varying
points of view of Medea.
ZETA ALPHA
On Saturday evening at their first
program meeting, Zeta Alpha Society
presented Shaw's Poison, Passio7i. and
Petrefaction. The play is an amusing
farce in which Lady Magnesia Fitz-
tollemache is the cause of her hus-
phus.
Lady Magnesia Fitztollemache was
played by Edna May Gifford. her hus-
band by Miriam McDonald, and Adol-
phus by Alice Murphy. Ruth Rhodes
was the maid, Ruth Killian the land-
lady, Mary Hamblen the policeman,
and Thelma Wade the doctor. The
audience proved most appreciative,
AGORA
Mary Bressler, vice-president of
Agora, spoke at the program meeting
on Saturday night, on the history and
background of the World Court, the
Society's subject for study during the
year. She sketched first the Hague
Court of international arbitration
which was the fore-runner of the pres-
ent court. Fifty-two nations belong to
the court at present; eighteen nations
have withheld their memberships; the
United States is still in this group.
Secretary Kellogg's questionable diplo-
matic answer to the Court's reply to
our reservations, and the hedging atti-
tude of the president and of the presi-
dent-elect were stressed.
Tau Zeta Epsilon is sti
year the various schools
Painting. At the first meet
day evening, November 10.
traits of the Florentine S
be studied, anc
Head of Work,
ture: The Portrait of a Lady by Anto-
nella de Messina; Model. Elizabeth
Read; Critic, Matilda Aarons; Sub
Critic, Elizabeth Bouillion. Mona Lisa
by Leonardo da Vinci; Model, Leslie
Hudson; Critic. Helen Waterbury; Sub
Critic, Helen Harrold; Portrait of a
Girl by Francesco; Model, Katherine
Chapman; Critic. Molly Grace Fosnot;
Sub Critic, Mary Marshall. Detail from
Griffin; Critic, Isabel Angus; Sub
Critic, Charlotte Tinker.
Ellen Jane Lorenz, who is in charge
music, explained that Gregorian
lants were the most suitable for the
period to be studied. Several of the
s were sung during the evening.
siiaki;ki'i;\rl
the
Shakespeare Society to study certain
aspects of the tragedies and historical
ays this year, the topic of retribution
in selected scenes from Romeo and
:, Julius Caesar, and Macbeth was
n. An introductory paper was
read by Constance Smith, showing
Shakespeare's growth in his conception
of tragedy. Alice Bennett read a paper
Shakespeare's use of ghosts.
~E. T. Slattery Co —
Do come to our
Exhibition and Sale
of Evening Dresses and
J^^ ^Accessories
on November 20, 21, 22
— there will be a model to
show you the latest fashions
m s
Last three days of the great anniversary sale
with special values in striped flannel robes





you Nothing pulls downmarks as fast as sickness
—and good health pro-
vides the clear brain that
carries you through many
a tight quiz. All of na-







mail may si\ in:
pk-a-me Tak- P»'.ess <
jpreciated tin- extremely prompt
larding its decision on the mat-






i last year's plan,
unthreatened by
society and who is i
the happiness of a few justify
unhappiness of many. (2)
of an institution whose primary pur-
pose in existing is not that which it
ostensibly puts forward as its purpose,






the recent NEWS editorial entitled
"A Challenge to Societies," we would
refer anyone interested to the per-
verted quotation from the editorial in
question. The editorial is distinctly
discussing a "conflict of theory and
practice which usually ends in passive
;>ifK\ i'.osu
'
it. To say othe
' a job like C. G.
The r
more pleasant than following out
argument bravely." It was quoted
saying the history of societies il
trates "a passive acceptance of i
dition." The difference is obvious,
indubitably bringing
past "conflict
be any doubt that the NEWS was not
misinformed when last week a feature
was printed upon the editorial page
which emphasized that societies have
not existed unquestioned in the past?
In challenging societies the NEWS
carefully brought out the pros and cons
of the society question in order to give
It added that
That
want to be" is indeed worth thinking
about. It admits with frankness, at
once admirable and horrible, the rank
discrimination upon which societies are
n- social li
; purpose <
our minds in by pure
If Point 2. so-called t
nd for their work,
a restatement ot tl
any worthy
validated by questic
Inter-Society Council instead of taking
up the matter as a problem for in-
spection from all angles, as was sug-
gested, has "taken sides" and printed
so feeble a Justification of societies is
deplorable and cannot go unanswered,
the end of societies or by anyone who
feels they can be justified on a reason-
able basis.
The representatives oi these "splen-
did groups" extol the accomplishing
power of constructive criticism. That
battered and misused term certainly
cannot be said to hide under its pro-
tective covering the blasphemies ut-
th:-ir mk-kU tunction. As for Jesse
sroup living, we find them a-plen
our dormitories. The refutation c
advantage ol "new contacts" is
admirably put in the Free Pre
last week. It states that the mei
of a certain society are confined almost
to one dormitory. This is true in
all of one group frequently net--
whicli should
wul
weight in the already appall-
balance of activities empha-
sizing the non-academic side of our
liege life. Can we include societies
erely detract our minds from
worthwhile studies and substitute
nothing in return except hampering
prejudices?
Besides the fact
A Sane Hoover took forty stal
Possibility Smith's eight, and thi
Will Rogers so delightfully
-
r
^i-aplv. York City I
. there
few people on the other side of the
the results of the contest is the chanct
presented for the emergence of a thirc
party. The crushing Democratic defeai
in the past two Presidential election;
may perhaps open the field to a new
and more vigorous group. The remark:
of Mr. Norman Thomas, cited on pag<
gestiveness. The Socialist Party as i
is now would hardly be able to gain th<
confidence of the nation, but an en-
tirely new opposition party might be
able to do so. In considering
porting of a real opposition
would be encouraging to recall the sage
remark of Whitehead wh




For C. G. overwhelming vote in
of Sunday sports. This
brought to mind the fact that College
e fall cc
sidered some such change in legislat
to effect upon the Wellesley
campus. Perhaps with so near a piece
set by the conservative pilgrim
C. G. will not hesitate longer
suit.
al Literary Review
tive of the fresl
that characterizes
We believe that the happiness
gained by members does compensate
ie "havoc wrought over initiation
week-end."
The values gained are permanent,
the disappointment is transitory.
In the life of the college no line
is drawn between society and
non-society girls. Very few of
us know whether our acquaint-
ances are in a society or not.
.Statistics make good basis for an
argument. In 1928,
the lis!
Ninety were placed in societies
Very nearly seventy-five per cent
of persons wishing to join so-
all college or class ele(
appointment of the :
s very truly
would want
•WHEN I GET HOME"
apologies to Percival Parham %
J
playin'. when I get Home,
i goin' to quit working and do
playin', when I get Home.
be free from this workhouse '
I get Home,





imposing cycle. Wellesley's past sup-
lements. magazines and reviews now
sleep peacefully in the graveyard of
literary hopes and aspirations. History
repeats itself, they say, and yet this
group of editors are defying history
daringly. We like the attempt to
broaden the Review by including out-
side writing, and since the con-
tent is more representative than in
past numbers, one feels these efforts
come from a wider group than the
circle of the editors' acquaintances.
That the material for the most part
suggests the immaturity of the adoles-
scorned. for it does gage the literary
broader
Id be increased
immeasurably. Use of the society
would never hear in a society.
If a girl who is brought out in the
society group needs the barrier of
social snobbishness to protect her so
that she can come out, is she worth
the sacrifice she entails? And more
important, are such girls usually found
in societies? Are they not usually
among the number of disappointed*?
Free Press Column
will be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements in this column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 10 A. M. on
Sunday.
worth thinking about.
2. We believe a society's work is a
vital part of its organization. Im-
agine Shakespeare in a colonial cot-
tage, giving modern French plays, or
T. Z. E. doing physics experiments in
a little Greek temple. The society
work integrates the society.
3. We believe that if societies were
purely social, they would have a right
to exist. New contacts formed and new
lessons in group living learned by 180
girls every year would be enough.
Moreover, there is a certain type of
girl in college, not the girl with a big
college "job" or an immediately at-
tractive personality who discovers her-
self and her power in a society group.
The whole society system would be
worth running for twenty such girls.
The writer of the editorial in ques-
tion has been misinformed if she be-
lieves that the history of societies il-
lustrates "a passive acceptance of tra-
dition." They have led stormy and
varied careers. We think societies are
splendid groups. We hope to add to
their changeful and bettering tradition.
In viewing the whole question we wish
to remind
the college that




Mr. Thomas Hayes Proctor of the
Philosophy Department spoke Sunday
night at a meeting of the Christian
Association held at Zeta Alpha. His
subject was "Socrates and the Spiritual
Life."
functions
; eating and sleeping:
begins where the othei
CONCERNING SOCIETIES—AN
ANSWER
To the Wellesley College News:
In a recent issue of the NEWS an
editorial appeared which was a chal-
lenge definitely given to us, the Inter-
Society Council. We have given this
challenge back to the college because
we believe it is an all-college problem.
As a part of the undergraduate body
and publish our views as
arch for wisd
conception of the ecstatic rites; t
can fulfill his potentialities in acti
in search of Truth.
Socrates found that the search for
knowledge controls life and gives it
unity, that the wise man is an ordered
individual in an ordered universe which
is unlimited. The Socrates man be-
lieves that his aim is to be attained
only beyond life. He is not an ascetic;
he does not despise this life; but if
the choice must be made between the
and Roland Hayes)
Wellesley saw Herb Hoover standin'
de Tower Court Hill,
Wellesley saw Al Smith standin'
Tower Court Hill.
Herb Hoover he spoke well,
1 Al Smith spoke in de New Y
style.
Dey both spoke some, standin' on
Tower Court Hill.
All 'round and through de U. S. A.
Dese two men spoke and traveled,
id what dey said was what dey said
Standin' on de Tower Court Hill.
IN-A-DE MORNIN"
(With apologies to A. Hossy and
Roland Haves i
"DAT EXAM AM
> scary I can't live through it,
ot to leave college by the alley-
One niuht as I was sittin' in a Gene
conference.
My professor spoke unto me and i
fill'd my heart with fear.
Oh! I'm so sad.
The powers that be must think ti
the thing that makes so many Well
ley girls exceptional is that there i
RECIPE
FOR A LITERARY REVIEW
In The Established Wellesley Manner
Ingredients:—
One essay, in manner sophisticated
and "startling" (to whom?) winch
will probably have to be imported.
One poem, vaguely imagistic.
One ditto, deep.
One ditto, romantic if sophisticated
(this may be fairly fresh).
Another such, rebellious.
One piece of practically non-rhyth-
mic prose, broken into lines, i.e.,




sophic and critical, sanguine edi-
torial, book reviews, local interest.
Directions:
—
Mix indiscriminately the good and
the bad of the above, thus insuring
that the net result will be neither.
Sweeten to taste with sentimental-
ity in spots. Sprinkle most of the
dish with mediocrity. Print quick-
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THE SINGING FOOL
The field of the movie is action.
When we see an epic like Wings we
grant the new art a place beside the
stage and wish it success. But when it
attempts the emotional it is in danger-
ous territory and generally succeeds
only in showing that the motion pic-
ture has a long time to play before it
The Singing Fool is one of these
more unfortunate pictures in which the
audience is not roused to emotion of its
own by the development of the story,
but where the exaggerated tears and
smiles of the actor produce a state of
physical sympathy. We must grant
that Mr. Stone is a very good actor.
The picture is doubtless the fault of
The pictu: of i
for Al Jolson, but it was well arranged.
One heard him five or six evenings in
his cafe and he sang his child to sleep
three times, but one did not weary of
The Pox movie-tone adds interest
and criticism. Although it sounds me-
chanical, it betrays the unintelligent
beauty as well as the illiterate idol.
poetry last Tuesday. Nowhere
poetry rise above that gentleness
and delicate feeling which infused
Fairij Fires, I Shall Be Loved as Quiet
Things, and Burning Bush. Her re-
action to natural beauty sheaths her
poems in a light veil of color. Burning
Bush was by far the most vivid and
masculine of her selections. A brief
moment of pure ecstacy.
When she dons the more masculine
guise of ribaldry and satire as in The
Box Car, the mannerisms are too airy
to disguise the feminine form beneath.
Best are her purple patches where
fancy and light rhythm run hand in
ei' slylr lie.1; hei >pt
:
'ri;>l duinn
Clear, simple, choice selection of words;
unobtrusive rhyme patterns, and re-
flake-clear from her shorter lyrics.
;r delivery had the slow charm of
native Texan. Someone once sug-
gested that Texans. living in the great
open sweep of plainland. caught some-
majestic calm that
edly the slow calm
,y relive in Mrs.
i often wishes
FOCUSSED ON THE SCREEN
On Thursday. November 15, the
Phidelah Rice Players are appearing
on the Playhouse stage in The Patsy.
The players, it is interesting to know,
are all college graduates; they have
met with such success in Wellesley
Hills that the contract, which originally
called for only a few of the weekly
appearances, has been extended to
Flying Romeos will be shown on the
screen on Friday and Saturday. No-
vember 16 and 17. with George Sidney
and Charlie Murray in the title roles.
Comedy it is. with an aviator as the
bitter rival to Cohan and Colin, two
barbers who are paying court to Min-
nie, their landlady. The airplane pro-
vides the thrills.
The day of the airplane photoplay
is assuredly here. T*he great classic,
Wings, will draw large audiences at
the Playhouse on Monday. Tuesday and
Wednesday. November 19. 20, and 21.
After its sensational popularity for a
year in New York, and during equally
remarkable runs in other large cities,
nothing more need be said of Wings.
doubtless seen its
Legion of the Condemned
ie measure prepared foi
gnitude of Wing.-, itseli
CAMPUS CRITIC
The program chosen by Roland
Hayes for his Wellesley concert ap-
pealed not only because of the beauty
of the music, but also because it was
so well adapted to the voice of the
singer. The classic group was executed
with the restraint and cool evenness of
tone which emphasize their graceful
line. There was an agreeable absence
of the vocal gymnastics which so often
characterize the classical aria.
Those who remembered Roland
Hayes' performance of Schubert at
THEATRICAL SCENE
We
the Boston Opera House
doors to a production that has been
the enigma of the theatrical world
during its two years on Broadway. This
is the now famous Ladder, a play deal-
ing with Its
tried every available means to make
it a success, and for several months
tickets could be had for the asking.
stricted to a dozen spectators.
j
According to Dame Rumor, the
Licensing Clerk is prepared to forbid
the entry into Boston of O'Neill's
Strange Interlude. It is already on its
that theythat of the first
were pervaded by romantic feeling, ro-
manticism which was never sentimen-
song. Die Nebensonnen, was too pon-
derously slow to suit us. but the frolic-
some Wohin made up for It. Le The
was one of the high spots of the
evening; seldom does one hear a more
charming song or more perfect exe-
In the English group the artist
showed himself to be possessed of true
dramatic power, enhanced by excel-
lent diction. This was perhaps the
weakest of the four groups, but that
impression is probably due to the keen-
ness with which the negro spirituals
were being anticipated. And in no way
were we disappointed: the audience
was spell-bound from the first note
of the emotional When I Get Home to
the last note of that intense and high-
ly effective crucifixion melody, sung
music reaches the depth of religious
feeling as does the negro spiritual, and
the sincerity of the artist brought out
the unaffected pathos of the music in
a way impossible for one of a different
race to achieve. Those who heard the
Hampton Singers recently must have
compared the performances; the quar-
tet rollicked better than Roland Hayes.
the :
The •5onality of the
colored
'ay to the n
Blackbirds of 1928. th
iew. is at the Tremont.
'ith excellent dancing ar
chiirinnv-' omTeUn. The Red Robe
making her debut on
stage. Miss Gilliland made her debut
with the D'Oyly Carte, Gilbert and
Sullivan Opera Company. She be-
came a star in England, where she is






















Daddy, noticing my new
J. M. S. evening frock.
"Most becoming a habit,
I'd say," big brother re-
marked slyly. "Near as I
can make out she has a new
J. M. S. costume every
week."
"But I could tell they






" When dreary without
' Tis cheery within
Exhibit of
Fall and Early Winter Footwear
Wednesday, November 21st, at the Wellesley Inn
"Fitting the Narrow Heel"
Andrews comer
Temple Place and Washington Street - Boston, Mass.
Splendid Assortment of Dresses for Sports
and Afternoon Wear
$10.75 to $29.50






Specializing in French Footwe
in short unci medium vamps.
WELLESLEY DISPLAY SHOP





That young athletic class of 193:
.vith all their "vim, vigor and vitality,
ran away with the laurels of fall Field
Day. With the score of seventy
points over forty-five of the sen
who came in second, they flaunted t
.ahletic supenm-ity before a small
The sophomores lost no time, bu
the first event of the afternoon by
ing the two volley ball games
the seniors. Both games seemed well
played, but the sophomores had closer
teamwork and more skill in placing
their passes. To them went the class
cup, though the individual cup went
Kauzmann.
F). !..! D;i.\
in action. They trotted their
walked and cantered, in all the
» formations. The only order
issed hearing was, "To the rear,
" Several of the girls came back
the seniors
sophomores were playing off a vei
citing basketball game at the other end
of the field. The teams were rather
evenly matched and kept the score tied
until the very last few minutes of play
The game was fast, with the sophomore
forwards playing especially well and in







chance to play the sophomores whom
they beat by the score of 2-0. Several
long dribbles by Glidden came very
near adding to the junior score, except
for the good work done by the sopho-
more goal, Kelly. Both forward lines
kept their formations well, although
there was some tendency for the backs
to bunch. One suspects that there will
be even more intense practice before
h team arrives Thursday.
players are constantly being
with them. The bleachers
tickets are being sold, and
j play the English is all set-
Evelyn Glidden, '30
I- Fishf.-. : '31
r.i. Esther Gebelein, '32
r.w. Jean Herzberg, '31
l.h. Susan Shepherd, '29
c.h, Eleanor Hodge, '30
r.h. Anne Pugh, G..Hyg.
l.f. Prudence Wallis, G.Hyg.
r.f . Florence Harriman, '31
g. Edith Williams, G. Hyg.
Forward substitutes: Shirley Eberth,
'31; Alice Gates. '29; Natalia Jova, '29.
Defense substitutes: Barbara Bourne,
'29; Frances Pierce, '30; Janet Mc-
Kenzie, "31.
Substitute goal: Kelly. '31.
In tennis the freshmen came through
with flying colors. Janet Smith won
the singles. She and Mary Elizabeth
Smith won the doubles. Golf has no
regular competition on Field Day, but






































































Have a Smart New Hat
Game and Important Week-end
A Collection of Attractive Ones









by Mar ,e Levy
An official event which was not on
the program was the stunt put on by
the Movie-tone men who had their
truck on the field, their cameras set
up to take the hockey game and their
apparatus tuned in for the crowd's
cheering. Voices shouted lustily upon
request in the amazing faith that even-
tually they would be heard "all over the
country." Ted Johnson led the crowd
•: .-, !.:• ! 1 > M U -. .' <-
due directly to Frances Pierce who was
the hard-working chairman of the Field
* TLhc Blue SDragon *
60 CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY, MASS.










Wellesley Guest House |
9 Abbott Street, Welle.ley
Telephone Welle.ley 0968 Mr.. Mary B. Hughe., Hosle.. |
For your overnight and week-end guests
A pleasing background for your hospitality. Dinner and |
iridge parties, Engagement teas, showers—by appointment. |
Corsage F/ozvers
Dainty, modernistic, striking are the combinations
from Fraser's. Sweet peas, roses, violets, orchids
—
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of why the New York
Herald Tribune
buys space
in your college paper
^U make it rotable
We tell you that the Herald Tribune strivea to
be crisp, accurate, interesting. All the news, but
interestingly told. Apparently that's what most of
Wet
Herald Tribune.
In the long run we seek to establish the (act that
the Herald Tribune does a good job in each of its
several departments, whether it be Theatres or
Boob, International News, Politics or anything else.








Hwkiv Game. Tickets ;
Ticket will I*' 1 -it! in all dormitories
Fri., Nov. l(i: 8:15 A. M. Mornini
Chapil Dt an Tints will lead.
4:40 P. M. Room 124 Founders Hall
Miss Marlha M. Brooks of the Massa
Legislatui
:30 P. M. Phi Sigma House Meel
-
oi Cin-ulo Italiano.
;:00 P. M. Shakespeare House Mrei-
nl Cueulo Caslellano
;al., Nov. 11: fiTfi A M Morning
apel. Prisidenl Pi'iuiMuii will load
:30 P. M. Horton House. Di . Espi-
al. Visitine Prot.— < r in ihr Spanish
Dcparlmenf. will sj-eak to the Horton
"Spanish Folklore in
Chapel
IS: 11:00 A. M. Memoiia
eaclicr. Dr. Theodoi
tlie spiritual Life,"
Man., \'nv, l!>: 8:1.1 A. M iprompt.lv
Billm:-'s Hal! Cunelil Event-.
Lawrence Smith will give the review".
" 8.1.1 A M. Murium:





members of the College
M. Mornint
ChLipel. Rev Stanley
4:30 P. M. Billings Hall. Edward
Pritchard Eaton will speak on "What is
Modern Drama?" under the auspices of
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
nost fascinatim. heroine, m:
allegiance divided when tri
ter Tiy, the lovely Egyptia
After heralding the advent of a
promisiim new maeazine of letters, the
much-talked-of Book League Monthly.
the Bibliophile notes with dismay that
the first number contains within its
lengthy and painstaking biography of
r we dislike bein
nek published












'22 Elizabeth Kimball to Mr. Donald
Graham Morse, M. I. T. '21.
'27 Mildred Whinery to Mr. Scott
Bostwick. Wabash '25, Harvard Law '28.
'26 Helen Van Dernoot to Dr. Sam-
uel Rosen, Syracuse University.
ex-'28 Marjorie Moses to Mr. John
Paul Hoag. Tufts '23.
ex-'30 Dorothy Holbrook Smith to
Mr. Francis Hall Bedell, of Brooklyn.
Married
'24 Helen Bruch to Mr. Robert F.
Lewis. Yale '21, June 16.
'22 To Ail ! Bettman Workum, ?
son and first child, David Jepths
Workum II, October 19.
'25 To Eleanor Wallace Allen, a son







Not driven over 1500 miles
Privately owned
Cash price $650 Tel. Wei. 0344
bibliophile m the .strictest
word, the other half of the
Book League's unique project, that of
upplying its members yearly with
welve established masterpieces actu-
lly published in book form, makes an
appeal so much more direct that we
want to acquire the rank and privilege
ol member-hi!) immediately. The books
are to be selected from all periods of
i printed and bound in
!i... b:-, lib;n.:be proud tc
book-shelve
volume.-, F
have been admitting its appeal to us.
More of The Book League Monthly,
Volume I, Number 1. next time.
The inspiration for Gertrude Ather-
gathering material for
Marriaar, the story of
Aspasia. Jealous Gods
Pericles' famous war.
whose career, even in the bare n




( ,.ii \x, n.-u< mifi f;
uling que
nen as weaklings and to
m by force of intellect,
the arts and coquetries
of women, but feminine enough to re-
fuse to sacrifice her long black hair
when forced to disguise herself as a
the magnet of the personality of Alci-
biades—of whom the gods might well
be jealous, for he was as beautiful as a
and willful, and
i as great devotion
d. Between these
lationship as has ever been portrayed
in fiction—for each was unwilling to
be dominated by the other. There were
other women in his life—the gentle
Hipparete, golden Nemea, the little
brown-haired queen of Sparta—but al-
ways, even in these interludes, Tiy
"glimmered like a star somewhere in











27 Central Street, Wellesley
showing the most exquisite P
its with models from Reboux, Agnes. I
The Blue Spruce Lodge
26 Weston Rd., Wellesley
Attractive Rooms and Surroundings
MRS. MARGARET A. SQUIRES









MARTHA KAY CANDY SHOP
IOWA Great Plain Ave.
Visit our Cozy Black &
Gold shop and see our candy
made. Delicious Waffles
with Maple Syrup served
with hot chocolate or coffee
We invite the College trade and













We are displaying the lovely






When you are ready to buy a gown
do not fail to see our line this Fall.
Wellesley Individual Gown Shop
59 Central St., Wellesley H. Henriksson
Real Holidays
Where Good Times are Ever Present
In this nearby land of long-leafed pines, facilities for every
sport have been expertly developed. You'll find five famous
Donald J. Ross golf courses; smooth-gaited horses that enjoy
a canter as much as their riders; flawless tennis courts; polo,
shooting and other sports followed by delightful evenings of
social entertainment at the Carolina Hotel with its friendly,
cheerful atmosphere, luxurious service and a cuisine that
makes each meal an event. A special program of sports has






CAMDEN, S. C. KIR
Christmas Vacation
southern hotel. Indoors-
big, open fires, bridge, dancing,
fine orchestra. Outdoors— all
sports in the pine-laden air of









/o/>, cin-Lini^ i r. )')' >7i/> ill
linlt.ir.nhjii. \../n,'»"»r</ this l>u
drink of natural flavors.
« million a day
